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Abstract: This report proposes a new way to achieve robotic tasks by 2D visual servo-
ing. Indeed, instead of using classical geometric features such as points, straight lines,
pose or an homography, as it is usually done, the luminance of all pixels in the image
is here considered. The main advantage of this new approach is that it does not require
any tracking or matching process. The key point of our approach relies on the analytic
computation of the interaction matrix that links the time variation of the luminance to
the camera motions. This computation is based either on a simple Lambertian model or
on the Phong one so that complex illumination changes can be considered. However,
since most of the classical control laws fail when considering the luminance as a visual
feature, we turn the visual servoing problem into an optimization one leading to a new
control law. Experimental results on positioning and tracking tasks validate the pro-
posed approach and show its robustness regarding to approximated depths, Lambertian
and non Lambertian objects, low textured objects and partial occlusions.
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Asservissement visuel photométrique
Résumé : Nous décrivons dans ce rapport une nouvelle façon de réaliser des tâches
robotiques par asservissement visuel 2D. En effet, au lieu d’utiliser des informations
visuelles de nature géométrique, comme par exemple des points, des lignes droites, la
pose ou une homographie, comme c’est habituellement le cas, la luminance en chaque
pixel de l’image est considérée. L’avantage principal de cette nouvelle approche réside
dans le fait qu’aucune phase de suivi ou de mise en correspondance n’est requise. Le
point clé de cette approche repose sur l’obtention sous forme analytique de la matrice
dite d’interaction, matrice liant la variation temporelle de la luminance au mouvement
de la caméra. Ce calcul est basé sur le simple modèle d’illumination de Lambert ou
sur le modèle de Phong afin que des variations complexes d’illumination puissent être
appréhendées. Cependant, les lois de commande habituellement utilisées étant dans ce
cas mises en échec, nous reformulons le problème de l’asservissement visuel comme
un problème d’optimisation aboutissant à l’écriture d’une nouvelle loi de commande.
Des résultats expérimentaux, aussi bien concernant la réalisation de tâches de position-
nement que de suivis de cible, valident l’approche proposée et montrent sa robustesse
vis-à-vis de l’approximation faite sur les profondeurs, de scènes non Lambertiennes,
de scènes peu texturées ou encore partiellement occultées.
Mots-clés : Asservissement visuel, luminance, modèle d’illumination, suivi, optimi-
sation
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1 Introduction
Visual servoing consists in using information provided by a vision sensor for the control
of a robot [1]. Robust extraction and real-time spatio-temporal tracking of visual cues is
then usually one of the keys to success of a visual servoing task. In this report we show
that this tracking process can be totally removed and show that no other information
than the image intensity (the pure luminance signal) can be considered to control the
robot motion.
Classically, to achieve a visual servoing task, a set of visual features has to be
selected from the image allowing to control the desired degrees of freedom. A control
law has also to be designed so that these visual features s reach a desired value s∗,
leading to a correct realization of the task. The control principle is thus to regulate to
zero the error vector s− s∗. To build this control law, the knowledge of the interaction
matrix Ls is usually required. For eye-in-hand systems, this matrix links the time
variation of s to the camera instantaneous velocity v
ṡ = Ls v (1)
with v = (v,ω) where v is the linear camera velocity and ω its angular velocity.
Thereafter, if we consider the camera velocity as input of the robot controller, the
following control law is designed to try to obtain an exponential decoupled decrease of
the error s− s∗
v = −λL̂+s (s− s∗) (2)
where λ is a proportional gain that has to be tuned to minimize the time-to-convergence,
and L̂+s is the pseudo-inverse of a model or an approximation of Ls [1].
As can be seen, visual servoing explicitly relies on the choice of the visual features
s (and then on the related interaction matrix); that is the key point of this approach.
However, with a vision sensor providing 2D measurements x(rk) (where rk is the
camera pose at time k), potential visual features s are numerous, since 2D data (co-
ordinates of feature points in the image, contours, moments,...) as well as 3D data
provided by a localization algorithm exploiting x(rk) can be considered. In all cases,
if the choice of s is important, it is always designed from the visual measurements
x(rk). However, a robust extraction, matching (between x(r0) and x∗ = x(r∗)) and
real-time spatio-temporal tracking (between x(rk−1) and x(rk)) have proved to be a
complex task, as testified by the abundant literature on the subject (see [2] for a recent
survey on this subject). This image processing is, to date, a necessary step and con-
sidered also as one of the bottlenecks of the expansion of visual servoing. That is why
some works tend to alleviate this problem. A first idea is to select visual features as
proposed in [3, 4] or as in [5] to only keep visual features that are tracked with a high
confident level (see also [6] where a more general approach is proposed). However, the
goal of such approaches is not to simplify the image processing step but to take into
account that it can fail. A more interesting way to avoid any tracking process is to use
non geometric visual features. In that case, parameters of a 2D motion model are used
as in [7–10]. Nevertheless, such approaches require an important and complex image
processing step. Removing the entire matching process is only possible when using
directly the luminance as we propose.
Indeed, to achieve this goal we use as visual features the simplest feature that can
be considered: the image intensity itself. We therefore called this new approach photo-
metric visual servoing. In that case, the visual feature vector s is nothing but the image
while s∗ is the desired image. The error s − s∗ is then only the difference between
RR n° 6631
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the current and desired images (that is I − I∗ where I is a vector that contains image
intensity of all pixels). Within this framework, the major contributions of this report
are:
• The analytic computation of the interaction matrix LI related to the luminance
as well in the case of the temporal luminance constancy hypothesis as in the case
of complex illumination changes.
• The approach requires no matching, no tracking and very few image processing
process.
• Using the image intensity as visual features, the classical control law, given by
equation (2), at best converges with a slow and inappropriate camera motion or
simply diverges, we thus turn the visual servoing problem into a minimization
one.
• Positioning and tracking tasks that control the 6 d.o.f of the camera are consid-
ered.
Considering the whole image as a feature has previously been considered [11, 12].
As in our case, the methods presented in [11, 12] did not require a matching process.
Nevertheless they differ from our approach in two important points. First, they do not
use directly the image intensity but an eigenspace decomposition is performed to re-
duce the dimensionality of image data. The control is then performed in the eigenspace
and not directly with the image intensity. Moreover, this way to proceed requires the
off-line computation of this eigenspace and then, for each new frame, the projection of
the image on this subspace. Second, the interaction matrix related to the eigenspace
is not computed analytically but learned during an off-line step. This learning process
has two drawbacks: it has to be done for each new object and requires the acquisition
of many images of the scene at various camera positions. Considering an analytical
interaction matrix avoids these issues.
An interesting approach, which also consider the pixels intensity, has been recently
proposed in [13]. This approach is based on the use of kernel methods that lead to
a high decoupled control law. However, only the translations and the rotation around
the optical axis are considered whereas, in our work, the 6 degrees of freedom are
controlled. Another approach that does not require tracking nor matching has been
proposed in [14]. It models collectively feature points extracted from the image as a
mixture of Gaussian and try to minimize the distance function between the Gaussian
mixture at current and desired positions. Simulation results show that this approach
is able to control the 3 d.o.f. of robot (and the 6 d.o.f. under some assumptions).
However, note that an image processing step is still required to extract the current
feature points. Our approach does not require this step. Finally, in [15], the authors
present an homography-based approach to visual servoing. In this method the image
intensity of a planar patch is first used to estimate the homography (using the ESM
algorithm described in [15] for example) between current and desired image which is
then used to build the control law. Despite the fact that, as in our case, image intensity
is used as the basis of the approach, an important image processing step is necessary to
estimate the homography. Furthermore, the visual features used in the control law rely
on the homography matrix and not directly on the luminance.
In the remainder of this report we first compute the interaction matrix related to the
luminance in the general case in Section 2 and in some particular cases in Section 3.
Then, we reformulate the visual servoing problem into an optimization problem in
RR n° 6631
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Section 4 and propose a new control law dedicated to the specific case of the luminance.
Section 6 shows experimental results on various scenes for several tasks.
2 Luminance as a visual feature
The visual features considered in this report are the luminance I of each point of the
image. We have
s(r) = I(r) = (I1•, I2•, · · · , IN•) (3)
where Ik• is nothing but the k-th line of the image. I(r) is then a vector of size N ×M
where N ×M is the size of the image. An estimation of the interaction matrix is at the
center of the development of any visual servoing process. In our case, we are looking
for the interaction matrix related to the luminance of a pixel in the image, that is
lim
dt→0
I(x, t+ dt)− I(x, t)
dt
= LI(x)v (4)
x = (x, y) being the normalized coordinates of the projection of a point P belonging
to the scene.
2.1 Interaction matrix under temporal luminance constancy
Before computing the interaction matrix LI(x) in the general case, we first consider
the simpler case where the temporal luminance constancy hypothesis is assumed as it
is done in most of computer vision applications:
I(x + dx, t+ dt) = I(x, t) (5)
where x denotes the normalized coordinates of the perspective projection p of a phys-
ical point P and assuming that p has a small displacement dx in the time interval dt.
If dx is small enough, a first order Taylor series expansion of (5) around x can be
performed yielding the so-called optical flow constraint equation (OFCE) [16]
∇I>ẋ + It = 0 (6)
with∇I the spatial gradient of I(x, t)1 and It = ∂I(x, t)/∂t. Moreover, considering
the interaction matrix Lx related to x (i.e. ẋ = Lxx)
Lx =
(
−1/Z 0 x/Z xy −(1 + x2) y
0 −1/Z y/Z 1 + y2 −xy −x
)
(7)
relation (6) gives
It = −∇I>Lxv. (8)
However, note that It is nothing but the left part of (4). Consequently, from (4) and (8),
we obtain the interaction matrix LI(x) related to I at pixel x
LI(x) = −∇I>Lx. (9)
Of course, because of the hypothesis required to derive (5), (9) can only be valid
for Lambertian scenes, that is for surfaces reflecting the light with the same intensity
in each direction. Besides, (9) is also only valid for a motionless lighting source with
respect to the scene.
1Let us point out that the computation of∇I is the only image processing step necessary to implement
our method.
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2.2 Interaction matrix in the general case
In fact, it is well known that the constraint (5) can be easily violated [17], e.g. if the
orientation of a Lambertian surface is changing with respect to the lighting. Conse-
quently, many authors have addressed this problem in the context of computer vision.
However, most of these works requires a off-line learning step and relie on the fact that
an image of a Lambertian surface, without selfshadowing, can be linearly expressed
from 3 images acquired at the same location under various illumination [18, 19]. This
interesting property is used for example in [20–22]. This approach is extended in [23]
to non-Lambertian scenes where the intensity variation between dt is expressed as a
mixture of causes, however without relying on a physical description of the reflection
phenomenon. This latter work can be seen as related to [24] since the illumination
changes are modeled as a surface that evolves over time. A general framework has
been proposed in [25] leading to the following relation:
I(x + dx, t+ dt) =
(
1 +m(x, t)
)
I(x, t) + c(x, t). (10)
However, the coefficients m(x, t) and c(x, t) are considered as locally constant, and
then are estimated numerically. Nevertheless, all these works do not rely on a time-
varying physical reflection model.
A very interesting approach, close to our work, can be found in [26]. Indeed, a
generalization of (6) is presented leading to
∇I>ẋ + It =
dI
dt
(11)
where dI/dt is analytically computed according to several physical models of lumi-
nance variation. In particular, they study the case of a non planar Lambertian surface
undergone to a rotation motion.
As already stated, to derive the interaction matrix, we have to consider a more re-
alistic reflection model than the Lambert’s one. Indeed, the Lambert’s model can only
explained the behavior of non homogeneous opaque dielectric material [27]. It only
describes a diffuse reflection component and does not take into account the viewing di-
rection. The Beckmann-Spizzichino model [28] is based on the electromagnetism laws
and on the modeling of the surface asperities. It can thus take into account electrical
conductors or not, either if the surface is smooth or rough. Concerning the Torrance-
Sparrow model [29], it is based on the geometrical optics equations, and thus it is re-
stricted to cases where the size of the surface asperities widely exceeds the wavelength
of the incident light. This model can thus not be used with rough material. However,
all these models are based on numerous unknowns parameters that are difficult to ex-
tract on line. That is why prefer to use a simpler model, the Phong one [30]; contrary
to the previous models, this model is not based on physical laws, but comes from the
computer graphics community. Although empirical, this model is widely used thanks
to its simplicity, and because it is appropriate for various types of materials, whether
they are rough or smooth. Note that other models could be considered such as the
Blinn-Phong [31] as reported in [32].
According to the Phong model (see Fig. 1), the intensity I(x) at point x writes as
follows
I(x) = Ks cos
k α+Kd cos θ +Ka. (12)
This relation is composed of a diffuse, a specular and an ambient component and as-
sumes a point light source. The scalar Ks describes the specular component of the
RR n° 6631
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Figure 1: The Phong illumination model [30].
lighting; Kd describes the part of the diffuse term which depends on the albedo in P;
Ka is the intensity of ambient lighting in P. Note that Ks,Kd and Ka depend on P.
θ is the angle between the normal to the surface n in P and the direction of the light
source L; α is the angle between R (which is L mirrored about n) and the viewing di-
rection V. R can be seen as the direction due to a pure specular object, where k allows
to model the width of the specular lobe around R, this scalar varies as the inverse of
the roughness of the material.
In the remainder of this report, the unit vectors i, j and k correspond to the axis of
the camera frame (see Fig. 1).
Considering that R,V and L are normalized, we can rewrite (12) as
I(x) = Ksu1
k +Kdu2 +Ka (13)
where u1 = R>V while we have u2 = n>L. Note that these vectors are easy to
compute, since we have
V = − x‖ x ‖ (14)
R = 2u2n− L. (15)
In the general case, we consider the following dependences



V = V
(
x(t)
)
n = n
(
x(t), t
)
L = L
(
x(t), t
)
R = R
(
x(t), t
)
.
(16)
From the definition of the interaction matrix given in (4), its computation requires
to write the total derivative of (13)
İ = kKsu
k−1
1 u̇1 +Kdu̇2. (17)
However, it is also possible to compute İ as
İ =∇I>ẋ + It =∇I> Lxv + It (18)
where we have introduced the interaction matrix Lx associated to x. Consequently,
from (17) and (18), we obtain
It +∇I> Lxv = kKsuk−11 u̇1 +Kdu̇2 (19)
that is a general formulation of the OFCE considering the Phong illumination model.
RR n° 6631
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Thereafter, by explicitly computing the total time derivative of u1 and u2 and writ-
ing
u̇1 = L
>
1 v and u̇2 = L>2 v, (20)
we obtain the interaction matrix related to the intensity at pixel x in the general case
LI = −∇I> Lx + kKsu1k−1L>1 +KdL>2 . (21)
Note that we recover here the interaction matrix −∇I> Lx associated to the inten-
sity under temporal constancy (see (9)), i.e. in the Lambertian case (Ks = 0) and when
u̇2 = 0 (i.e. the lighting direction is motionless with respect to the point P).
We now compute the vectors L1 and L2 involved in (20) to explicitly compute LI .
2.2.1 Computation of L2
This computation requires to write
u̇2 = L
>ṅ + n>L̇. (22)
In the general case of the time dependences given by (16), (22) becomes
u̇2 = L
>
(
Jn ẋ +
∂n
∂t
)
+ n>
(
JL ẋ +
∂L
∂t
)
(23)
=
(
L>Jn + n>JL
)
ẋ + L>
∂n
∂t
+ n>
∂L
∂t
(24)
where Jn and JL express respectively the Jacobian matrices related to n and L with
respect to x.
However, if we want to express ∂n/∂t and ∂L/∂t in function of the camera ve-
locity v, we have to do some hypothesis about how n and L move with respect to the
observer. We consider two cases.
• Light source motionless with respect to the object frame. To compute ∂n/∂t, we in-
troduce the matrix cRo which describes the rotation between the camera and the object
frames such that n = cRoon where on expresses n in the object frame. Therefore,
∂n
∂t
= cṘo
on = cṘo
cR>o n = −ω × n. (25)
Note that we similarly have
∂L
∂t
= −ω × L. (26)
In that case, it is straightforward to show that
∂u2
∂t
= L>
∂n
∂t
+ n>
∂L
∂t
(27)
= 0 (28)
which directly gives from (24)
L>2 =
(
L>Jn + n>JL
)
Lx (29)
where we have introduced the interaction matrix related to x.
RR n° 6631
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• Light source mounted on the camera. We thus have L = −k. In that case, the
equations become simpler since we have JL = 0 and ∂L/∂t = 0.
Let us rewrite u̇2 from (24) where we have introduced Lx and (25)
u̇2 = −
(
k>Jn
)
Lxv − k>
(
n× ω
)
(30)
= −∇n>z Lxv +
(
n× k
)>
ω. (31)
Therefore, by introducing the following vector
L>4 =
(
0 0 0 (n× k)> i (n× k)>j 0
)
, (32)
L>2 expresses as follows
L>2 = −∇n>z Lx + L>4 . (33)
2.2.2 Computation of L1
Let us recall that u1 = R>V leading, by considering the time dependences given in
(16), to
u̇1 = V
>Ṙ + R>V̇ (34)
which gives
u̇1 = V
>
(
JR ẋ +
∂R
∂t
)
+ R>JV ẋ (35)
=
(
V>JR + R>JV
)
ẋ + V>
∂R
∂t
(36)
where JR and JV express respectively the Jacobian matrices related to R and V with
respect to x. In addition, since R is a function of L and n (see (15)), we have
∂R
∂t
= 2
(
∂u2
∂t
n + u2
∂n
∂t
)
− ∂L
∂t
(37)
and after some manipulations detailed in appendix
JR = 2n
(
L>Jn + n>JL
)
+ 2u2J
n − JL. (38)
The computation of JV is quite simple, it is given by
JV =
1
‖x‖3


−(1 + y2) xy
xy −(1 + x2)
x y

 . (39)
At this step, as we did for the computation of L2, we consider the cases when the
light source is motionless with respect to the object frame or when the light source is
mounted on the camera.
• Light source motionless with respect to the object frame. From (27), (25) and (26),
(37) becomes
∂R
∂t
= 2u2(n× ω)− (L× ω) = R× ω (40)
and by introducing the vector L>3 such as
V>
∂R
∂t
= L>3 v (41)
=
(
0 0 0 W> i W>j W> k
)
v (42)
RR n° 6631
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with W = V ×R, we obtain L>1 from (36) by introducing Lx
L>1 =
(
V>JR + R>JV
)
Lx + L
>
3 . (43)
• Light source mounted on the camera. Recall that we have in this case L = −k
leading to JL = 0 and ∂L/∂t = 0.
To rewrite u̇1 given in (36), we first compute (37) using u2 = −k>n
∂R
∂t
= −2
(
k>
∂n
∂t
n + k>n
∂n
∂t
)
(44)
leading by using (25) to
V>
∂R
∂t
= −2
(
k>
(
n× ω
)
V>n + k>nV>
(
n× ω
))
(45)
= −2
(
n>V
(
k× n
)>ω + k>n
(
V × n
)>ω
)
. (46)
Consequently, by introducing the vector L>5 such as
V>
∂R
∂t
= L>5 v (47)
=
(
0 0 0 L5x L5y L5z
)
v (48)
with 


L5x = 2
(
n>V(n× k)> + k>n
(
n×V
)>)
i
L5y = 2
(
n>V(n× k)> + k>n
(
n×V
)>)
j
L5z = 2k
>n
(
n×V
)>
k
(49)
we obtain from (36)
L>1 =
(
V>JR + R>JV
)
Lx + L
>
5 . (50)
Let us point out that JR becomes also simpler
JR = 2n
(
L>Jn
)
+ 2u2J
n (51)
= −2
(
n
(
k>Jn
)
+ n>kJn
)
(52)
= −2
(
n∇n>z + nzJn
)
. (53)
3 Interaction matrix in some particular cases
In classical visual servoing the interaction matrix is very often computed at the desired
position [1]. This way to proceed avoid to compute on-line 3D information like the
depths for example. We also consider this case in this section. More precisely, we
consider that, at the desired position the depth of all the points where the luminance is
measured are equal to a constant value Z∗. That means that we consider that the object
is planar and that the camera and the object planes are parallel at this position.
RR n° 6631
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3.1 Light source motionless with respect to the object frame and
located at infinity
This case is depicted on figure 2. Since the object is planar, n does no longer depend on
x, then Jn = 0. Similarly, since the light source is at infinity, L does not depend on x
and thus JL = 0. In addition, since the angle between n and L is constant, u2 = n>L
is constant.
Consequently, it is easy to show from (29) that L>2 = 0.
For L>1 , since Jn = JL = 0, we have also JR = 0 (see (38)), leading from (43) to
L>1 = R
>JVLx + L
>
3 . (54)
Thus, L>1 can be easily computed. All computations done, we obtain
L>1 =
1
Z‖x‖3
(
L1x L1y L1z 0 0 0
)
(55)
with 


L1x =
(
1 + y2
)
Rx − xyRy − xRz
L1y = −xyRx +
(
1 + x2
)
Ry − yRz
L1z = −xRx − yRy +
(
x2 + y2
)
Rz
(56)
where Rx, Ry, Rz are the components of R. Note that to compute R the pose of the
camera with respect to the object is required. However, if we consider the particular
case where the camera and the object plane are parallel, we have n = −k which leads
to
R = −2u2k− L (57)
that can be easily evaluated.
As can be seen, even if the computation of the vectors L1 and L2 to derive the
interaction matrix is not straightforward, their final expression is very simple and easy
to compute.
3.2 Interaction matrix when the light source is mounted on the
camera and computed at the desired position
This case is depicted on the figure 3. Here, since Jn = 0 and n = −k, from (32) and
(33), it is straightforward to show that L>2 = 0. Besides, since n = −k and L = −k,
we have R = −k. We also have JR = 0. Consequently, from (50), L>1 becomes
L>1 = −k>JVLx + L>3 (58)
while L>3 becomes from (49)
L>3 =
(
0 0 0 −2V>j −2V>i 0
)
. (59)
Using explicitly V, JV and Lx, we simply obtain
L>1 =
1
‖x‖
(
x
Z̄
y
Z̄
−x
2 + y2
Z̄
y −x 0
)
(60)
where Z̄ = Z∗‖ x ‖2.
Here again, the final expression of L1 and L2 is very simple and easy to compute.
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Figure 2: Light source located at infinity and camera and object planes parallel.
k
i
P
n,L
Figure 3: Light source mounted on the camera for a planar object when the camera and
the object planes are parallel.
4 Visual servoing control law
Since the interaction matrix associated to the luminance is now known, the control law
can be derived. However, we turn here the visual servoing problem into an optimization
problem as proposed in [33].
4.1 Visual servoing as an optimization problem
Different control laws can be derived regarding the minimization technique one uses.
Let us recall that the goal is to minimize the following cost function
C(r) = 1
2
‖ I(r)− I(r∗) ‖2 (61)
where r describes the current pose of the camera with respect to the object (it is an
element ofR3×SO(3)) and where r∗ is the desired pose. Several methods are detailed
in [33], we only give here the most interesting results while focusing on the differential
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approaches. In that case, a step of the minimization scheme can be written as follows
rk+1 = rk ⊕ tkd (rk) (62)
where “⊕” denotes the operator that combines two consecutive frame transformations,
rk is the current pose, tk is a positive scalar (the descent step) and d (rk) a direction of
descent ensuring that (61) decreases if
d (rk)
>∇C (rk) < 0. (63)
In that case, the following velocity control law can be derived considering that tk is
small enough
v = λkd (rk) (64)
where λk is a scalar that depends on tk and on the sampling rate. It is often chosen as a
constant value. In the remainder of the report we will omit the subscript k for the sake
of clarity.
4.1.1 Steepest descent (gradient method)
The direction of descent (used for example in [34]) is simply
d (r) = −∇C (r) (65)
where
∇C (r) =
(
∂I
∂r
)>
(I(r)− I(r∗)) . (66)
Since we have İ = ∂I
∂r
ṙ = LIv, we obtain the following control law
v = −λL>I
(
I(r)− I(r∗)
)
. (67)
4.1.2 Gauss-Newton
When rk lies in a neighborhood of r∗, I(r) can be linearized around I(rk) and plugged
into (61). Then, after having zeroed its gradient, we obtain
d (r) = −
((
∂I
∂r
)>(
∂I
∂r
))−1
∇C (r) (68)
that becomes using (66)
v = −λL+I
(
I(r)− I(r∗)
)
(69)
which is nothing but (2), that is the control law usually used.
4.1.3 Newton
If we locally approximate C(r) by its second order Taylor series expansion in rk and
cancel its gradient, we have
d (r) = −
(
∇2C(r)
)−1∇C(r) (70)
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with
∇2C(r) =
(
∂I
∂r
)>(
∂I
∂r
)
+
i=dim I∑
i=1
∇2si (Ii(r)− Ii(r∗)) . (71)
This approach has been considered in [35] for example. Note that the vector d(r)
is really a direction of descent if ∇2C(r) > 0 holds (see (63)). Note also that the
Newton’s and Gauss-Newton’s approaches are equivalent in r∗.
4.1.4 Levenberg-Marquardt
This method considers the following direction
d(r) = −
(
G + µ diag(G)
)−1∇C(r) (72)
where G is usually chosen as∇2C(r) or more simply as
(
∂I
∂r
)>(
∂I
∂r
)
leading in that
last case to
v = −λ
(
H + µ diag(H)
)−1
L>I
(
I(r)− I(r∗)
)
(73)
with H = LI>LI. The parameter µ makes possible to switch from a steepest descent
like approach to a Gauss-Newton one thanks to the observation of (61) during the
minimization process. Indeed, when µ is very high (73) behaves like (67) 2. In contrast,
when µ is very low (73) behaves like (69).
4.1.5 ESM
In [33] a second order method which does not required the computation of ∇2C(r) is
presented. Indeed, we have
v = −λ
(
LI + LI∗
)+(
I(r)− I(r∗)
)
. (74)
In contrast with the classical minimization algorithms, this approach takes benefit from
the behavior of the cost function that is known in the neighborhood of the minimum.
4.2 Analysis of the cost function
Since the convergence of the control laws described in Section 4.1 highly depends on
the cost function (61), we focus here on its shape.
To do that, we consider the vector I(r) given by (3). We write r = (t,uθ) where
t = (tx, ty, tz) describes the translation part of the homogeneous matrix related to the
transformation from the current to the desired frame, while its rotation part is expressed
under the form uθ where u represents the unit rotation axis vector and θ the rotation
angle around this axis.
As an example, Fig. 4b, e, h, k, n and Fig. 4c, f, i, l and o describe the shape of cost
functions (61) in the subspace (tx, θy) when the scene being observed is planar (see the
figures 4a, d, g, j and m) and when the desired pose is such that the image plane and
the object plane are parallel at the depth Z∗ = 80 cm. Let us point out that this is the
most complex case (with its dual case (ty, θx)). Indeed, it is well known that it is very
difficult to distinguish in an image an x axis translational motion (respectively y) from
2More precisely, each component of the gradient is scaled according to the diagonal of the Hessian, which
leads to larger displacements along the direction where the gradient is low.
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Figure 4: Cost function for different objects. First column: object being observed,
second column: shape of the cost function in the subspace (tx, θy), third column: iso-
contours in the subspace (tx, θy). There is always a narrow valley at the middle of a
gentle slope plateau with non constant slope.
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a y axis rotational motion (respectively x). It explains why the cost function is low in
a preferential direction, as clearly shown on Fig. 4b, e, h, k, n and Fig. 4c, f, i, l and o.
In addition, the cost functions highly depends on the pose r since they rapidly increase
after their minimum (see Fig. 4b, e, h, k and n). Moreover, as can be seen, the shape of
the cost functions (61) does not depend too much on the scene content as soon as the
image does not contain periodic patterns or strong changes of the spatial gradient. It
always shows a narrow valley at the middle of a gentle slope plateau with non constant
slope. Note that (61) is only quasi convex, moreover on a very small domain.
Let us study more precisely (61) in a neighborhood of r∗. To do that, we perform a
first order Taylor series expansion of the visual features I(r) around r∗ by
I(r) = I(r∗) + LI∗∆r (75)
where ∆r denotes the relative pose between r and r∗. Therefore, by plugging (75) into
(61), the cost function can be approximated in a neighborhood of r∗
Ĉ(r) = ∆r>H∗∆r (76)
with H∗ = L>I∗LI∗ . Due to the complexity of the interaction matrix, we restrict this
study to the Lambertian case. In practice, because of the special form of the interac-
tion matrix given in (9) (its translation part contains terms related to the depths), the
eigenvalues of the matrix H∗ are very different (unfortunately, only numerical results
can be obtained because of the complexity of this matrix). This result also holds for
most of the geometrical visual features where a term related to the depth occurs in the
translational part of the interaction matrix. Consequently, in the subspace (tx, θy) (re-
spectively (ty, θx)), the cost function is an elliptic paraboloid with a very high major
axis with respect to its minor axis leading consequently to near parallel isocontours
as shown on Fig. 4c, f, i, l and o. Moreover, the eigenvectors of H∗ point out some
directions where the cost function decreases slowly when its associated eigenvalue is
low or decreases quickly when its associated eigenvalue is high. In the case of Fig. 4c,
f, i, l and o, the eigenvector associated to the smaller eigenvalue corresponds to the
valley where the cost varies slowly. In contrast, it varies strongly along an orthogonal
direction, that is in a direction near ∇C (r). We will use this knowledge about the cost
function in the next section to derive an efficient control law.
4.3 Positioning tasks
As shown in Section 4.1, several control laws can be used to minimize (61). We first
used the classical control laws based on the Gauss-Newton approach and the ESM ap-
proach [33, 36]. Unfortunately, they all failed, either because they diverged or because
they led to unsuitable 3D motion. Therefore, a new control law has to be derived.
Indeed, since the general form of the cost function is known (see Fig. 4b, e, h, k
and n), we propose the following algorithm to reach its minimum. The camera is first
moved to reach the valleys and next along the axes of the valleys towards the desired
pose. The first step can be easily done by using a gradient approach. However, as seen
on Fig. 4c, f, i, l and o, the direction of ∇C (r) is constant but its amplitude on the
plateau is not constant (see Fig. 4b, e, h, k and n) since the slope varies. We could tune
the parameter λ involved in (67) to ensure smooth 3D velocities. However, a simpler
approach to achieve this goal consists in using the following control law
v = −vc
∇C(rinit)
‖ ∇C(rinit) ‖
. (77)
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That is, a constant velocity with norm vc is applied in the steepest descent computed at
the initial camera pose. Consequently, this first step behaves as an open-loop system.
To turn into a closed-loop system, we first detect roughly the bottom of the valley
from a 3rd order polynomial filtering of C(r) and then apply the control law (73). In
addition, rather to control the parameter µ as in the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,
a different way to proceed is used as detailed below. We denote MLM this method in
the remainder of the report. Instead of using for the matrix H the Hessian of the cost
function, we use its approximation LI>LI. The resulting control law is then given by
v = −λ (H + µ diag(H))−1 LI> (I(r)− I(r∗)) (78)
with H = LI>LI.
We now detail how µ is tuned. Fig. 5a shows the paths obtained with the MLM
algorithm in the case where rinit = (8 cm, 4 cm, -10 cm, 3◦, -3◦, -5◦) for various
choices of µ. If a high value is used, after the open-loop motion, the bottom of the
valley is easily reached (see Fig. 5a when µ = 1) since (78) behaves in this case like a
steepest descent approach. But in this case, since the valley is narrow, the convergence
rate towards the global minimum (following the direction of the axis of the valley) is
very low (see Fig. 5b). In contrast, if µ is low, (78) behaves like a Gauss-Newton (GN)
approach and the decrease of the cost function is faster but, the convergence is no more
ensured (see the larger motion near the minimum on Fig. 5a when µ = 10−3). As can
be seen, an intermediate value (µ = 10−2) has to be chosen to ensure a correct path
(Fig. 5a) and a high convergence rate (Fig. 5b). Therefore, this value has been chosen
in the experiments described in the next section.
5 Experimental results
In all the experiments reported here, the camera is mounted on a 6 degrees of freedom
gantry robot. Control law is computed on a Core 2 Duo 3Gz PC running Linux. Image
are acquired at 66Hz using an IEEE 1394 camera with a resolution of 320× 240. The
size of the vector s is then 76800. Despite this size, the interaction matrix LI can be
computed at each iteration if needed.
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Figure 5: Influence of µ. (a) Path in the subspace (tx, θy) for r = (8 cm, 4 cm, -10 cm,
3◦, -3◦, -5◦), (b) Logarithm of the cost function versus time in second.
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5.1 Positioning tasks under temporal luminance constancy
We assume in this section that the luminance I(x) at a given pixel is constant. To make
this assumption as valid as possible, a diffuse lighting as been used so that I(x) can be
considered as constant wrt to the viewing direction.
The goal of the first experiment is to compare the control laws based on GN and
MLM approaches when the object described on Fig. 4a is considered. The initial error
pose was ∆rinit = (5 cm, -23 cm, 5 cm, -12.5◦, -8.4◦, -15.5◦). The desired pose was
so that the object and CCD planes are parallel at Z∗ = 80 cm. The interaction matrix
has been computed at each iteration but assuming that all the depths are constant and
equal to Z∗, which is of course a coarse approximation.
Fig. 6a depicts the behavior of cost functions using the GN method or the MLM
method while Fig. 6b depicts the trajectories (expressed in the desired frame) when
using either the GN or the MLM method. Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d depict respectively the
camera velocity. The initial and final images are reported respectively on Fig. 6e and
Fig. 6f; First, as can be seen on Fig. 6a, both the control laws converge since the
cost functions vanish. However, the time-to-convergence with the GN method is much
higher than the one of the MLM method. The trajectory when using the GN method
is also shaky compared to the one of the MLM method (Fig. 6b). The velocity of
the camera when using the MLM method is smoother than when using the GN method
(Fig. 6d and Fig. 6c). This experiment clearly shows that the MLM method outperforms
the GN one. Note that in both cases the positioning errors is very low, for the MLM
method we obtained ∆r = (0.26 mm, 0.30 mm, 0.03 mm, 0.02◦, -0.02◦, 0.03◦). It is
very difficult to reach so low positioning errors when using geometric visual features.
Indeed, these nice results are obtained because I− I∗ is very sensitive to the pose r.
The goal of the next experiment is to show that, even if the luminance is used as
a visual feature, our approach does not depend too much on the texture of the scene
being observed. Fig. 7 depicts the behavior of our algorithm for the planar objects
respectively given by Fig. 4d, g, j, m and p (the initial as well as the desired pose is
unchanged). As can be seen, the control law converges in each cases, even in the case
of a low textured scene (Fig. 4d and g). Let us point out that similar positioning errors
than for the first experiment have been obtained.
The third experiment deals with partial occlusions. The desired object pose as well
as the initial pose are still unchanged. After having moved the camera to its initial
position, an object has been added to the scene, so that the initial image is now the one
shown in Fig. 8a and the desired image is still the one shown in Fig. 6f. Moreover, the
object introduced in the scene is also moved by hand, as seen in Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c,
which highly increases the occluded surface. Despite that, the control law still con-
verges (see Fig. 8f). Of course, since the desired image is not the true one, the error
cannot vanish at the end of the motion (see Fig. 8f). Nevertheless, the positioning error
is not affected by the occlusions since the final positioning error is ∆r = (-0.1 mm,
2 mm, 0.3 mm, 0.13◦, 0.04◦, 0.07◦) and it is very similar with the previous experi-
ments. This very nice behavior is due to the high redundancy of the visual features we
use.
The goal of the last experiment is to show the robustness of the control law wrt
the depths. For this purpose, a non planar scene has been used as shown on Fig. 9.
It shows that large errors in the depth are introduced (the height of the castle tower
is around 30 cm). The initial and desired poses are unchanged. Fig. 10 depicts this
experiment. Here again, the control law still converges (despite the interaction matrix
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Figure 6: First experiment. MLM vs. GN method (x axis in second). (a) Comparison
of cost functions, (b) Comparison of camera trajectories, (c) Camera velocities (m/s or
rad/s) for the GN method, (d) Camera velocities (m/s or rad/s) for the MLM method,
(e) Initial image, (f) Final image.
has been estimated at a constant depth Z∗ = 80 cm) and the positioning error is still
low since we have ∆r = (0.2 mm, -0.0 mm, 0.1 mm, -0.01◦, 0.00◦, 0.06◦).
5.2 Positioning tasks under complex illumination
In this section we consider the more complex case when the temporal luminance con-
stancy luminance can no more be assumed.
5.2.1 Light source motionless with respect to the object frame and located at
infinity
In this set of experiments a unique directional light has been added to the scene with
a 45o rotation around the vector j of the camera frame (see Fig. 2 for an illustration).
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Figure 7: Second experiment (x axis in second). Behavior of the algorithm wrt to the
objects respectively represented on Fig. 4d, g, j and m: (a), (c), (e) and (g) Camera
velocities (m/s or rad/s), (b), (d), (f) and (h) Cost functions.
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Figure 8: Third experiment. Occlusions (x axis in second). (a) Initial image, (b) Image
at t ≈ 11 s, (c) Image at t ≈ 13 s (d) Final image, (e) Camera velocities (m/s or rad/s),
(f) Cost function, (g) I− I∗ at the initial position, (h) I− I∗ at the end of the motion.
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Figure 9: The non planar scene.
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Figure 10: Fourth experiment. Robustness wrt depths (x axis in second). (a) Camera
velocities (m/s or rad/s), (b) Cost function, (c) Initial image, (d) Final image, (g) I− I∗
at the initial position, (h) I− I∗ at the end of the motion.
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This light produces an important specularity on the scene and then on the image (as
can be shown on Figures 12b and 13b).
For this first experiment the initial positioning error was ∆r = (-23 mm, -201 mm,
93 mm, -17.7◦, 1.5◦, -4.8◦). First, let us note that in both cases (Lambertian model or
the new proposed model) the robot converge toward the desired position (see Fig. 11).
Nevertheless the convergence rate when considering explicitly specularities is always
faster and smoother (this is due to a better estimation of the gradient of the cost function
‖e‖2 that is used in the minimization process).
A similar experiment, although with a larger initial error, is shown on Figure 12. In-
deed, the initial positioning error is ∆r = (-24 mm, -176 mm, 86 mm, -13.75◦, -6.76◦,
-30.53◦). A similar behavior can be observed. Images shows the current images (im-
ages 0, 300 and 900) and the corresponding error I − I∗. Note that the specularity
can be mainly seen near the head of the football player but as can be seen on the right
images, it is in fact located all around the image. The final positioning error is still very
low since we have ∆r = (1 mm, 0.04 mm, 0 mm, 0.04◦, 0.08◦, 0.1◦).
The third experiment (see Fig. 13) describes the same experiment but with another
and less textured scene. Here again a large specularity can be seen in the image. De-
spite these difficulties, the camera converges smoothly toward the desired position. The
error I − I∗ is displayed on the top of Figure 13. The final positioning error is here
again very low, we have ∆r = (0 mm, 0.02 mm, 0.02 mm, 0.01◦, 0.01◦, 0.05◦).
5.2.2 Light source mounted on the camera
In this set of experiments a light-ring is located around the camera lens (see Fig. 14).
Therefore the light direction is aligned with the camera optical axis as described on
Figure 3 and thus it is moving with respect to the scene. This is the unique light in
the scene. Note that, obviously, its direction is no more constant wrt the scene as
previously. The initial positioning error and the desired pose are still unchanged (but
with Z∗= 70cm). The interaction matrix has been estimated at the desired position
using (60) to compute L>1 while L>2 = 0 (see section 3.2). For all the experiments
using the complete interaction matrix we used k = 100 and Ks = 200 (see (21)).
As can be seen on Fig. 15, the specularities are very important and consequently
their motions in the image are important (for example the specularity can be seen at the
bottom of the image in the first image whereas it has moved to the middle at the end of
the positioning task). It also almost saturates the image meaning that few information
are available around the specularity. The behavior of the robot is better since the con-
vergence is faster and smoother when the complete model is considered (see Fig. 15a
and Fig. 15.b and c).
5.3 Tracking tasks
Our goal is now to perform a tracking task with respect to a moving object. That is, we
have to maintain a rigid link between the target to track and the camera. The lighting
conditions are the same as those described in section 5.2.2 as well as the interaction
matrix. However, the GN method has been used instead of the MLM method since
the relative error pose between the desired and the current frames is considered as low.
The object is still planar (a photo), and it is attached to a motorized rail that allows
to control its motion (see Fig. 16). Although only one d.o.f of the object is controlled
(with a motion that is completely unknown from the tracking process), the 6 d.o.f of
the robot are controlled (the object velocity is 1 cm/s). Since we have a constant target
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Figure 11: Positioning task with a light source motionless with respect to the object
frame and located at “infinity” (x axis in second for (a), (c) and (e), frame number for
(b) and (d)) . (a) cost function with a Lambertian model (green) and complete model
(red), (b) positioning error (in m, rad) and (c) camera velocity for a Lambertian model,
(d) positioning error (in m, rad) and (e) camera velocity for the complete model.
velocity, a simple integrator is considered in order to vanish the steady state tracking
error as proposed in [37].
As can be seen on the images of Figures 17 (first rows) and 18.c, specularities can
be seen in the image acquired by the camera. Figure 17 shows the behavior of the
control law when the interaction matrix was computed only under temporal luminance
constancy hypothesis (given by equation (9)). This figure shows that the tracking task
quickly failed (the second row shows the error I− I∗, when the error is null the image
is completely gray).
The same experiment was now considered but with a full illumination model. As
shown in Figures 18a and 18c the tracking is perfectly achieved since the error I− I∗
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Figure 12: Positioning task with a light source motionless with respect to the object
frame and located at “infinity”. (a) cost function (x axis in second) (b) images acquired
during the positioning task (left) and error image I− I∗ (right).
is almost null despite the occurrence of a specularity which shows the importance of
such terms in the tracking process. When the velocity is constant the object is perfectly
tracked as can be seen on Figure 18a where ‖ I− I∗ ‖ is depicted. Error in the image
remains small except when the object stops or accelerates (see the peaks in Figure 18a).
The camera velocity (see Figure 18b) shows a pure motion along the x (± 1cm/s) axis
that corresponds to the ground truth. For each pixel, except during accelerations and
decelerations, |I − I∗| < 5.
In the second experiment, we move the object by hand as seen on the first row of
Figure 19c. The related images acquired by the camera are shown on the second row.
We then have a more complex 3D object motion. Note that all the 6 d.o.f. of the robot
are controlled (see Fig. 19b). The error ‖ I− I∗ ‖ is shown in Figure 19a while I− I∗
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Figure 13: Positioning task with a light source motionless with respect to the object
frame and located at “infinity”. (a) cost function (x axis in second) (b) images acquired
during the positioning task (left) and error image I− I∗ (right).
is shown on the third line of Figure 19c. When the object is moving the error is more
important than during the previous experiment. This is due to the fact that, since the
object velocity is obviously no more constant, it is no longer possible to consider an
integral term leading to classical tracking errors. In contrast, when the motion stops
the camera moves to reduce these errors (iterations 5300 and 9500).
6 Conclusion and future works
We have shown in this report that it is possible to use directly the luminance of all the
pixels in an image as visual features in visual servoing. To the best of our knowledge
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Figure 14: Camera and light-ring mounted on the robot end-effector.
this is the first time that visual servoing has been handled without any image process-
ing (except the image spatial gradient required for the computation of the interaction
matrix) nor learning step. Indeed, unlike classical visual servoing where geometrical
features are used, using photometric visual servoing does not need any matching be-
tween the initial and desired features, nor between the current and the previous features.
It is a very important issue when complex scenes have to be considered. To do that,
the interaction matrix has been analytically computed. This computation is based on
an illumination model able to tackle complex illumination variations of the scene, it is
also able to tackle non Lambertian scenes. Our approach has been validated on various
scenes and various lightings (diffuse or not) as well as on positioning or tracking tasks.
Concerning positioning tasks, the positioning error is always very low. Supplementary
advantages are that our approach is not sensitive to partial occlusions and to coarse
approximations of the depths required to compute the interaction matrix. Let us point
out that even in cases of non Lambertian scenes, the simple interaction matrix based on
the temporal luminance constancy hypothesis leads to a good behavior and to very low
positioning errors. Future work will concern the case when the intensity of the lighting
source may vary during the servoing.
Appendix
Denoting ϕ = {x, y, z}, one element of (15) writes as
Rϕ = 2u2nϕ − Lϕ (79)
which gives
∇Rϕ = 2
(
nϕ∇u2 + u2∇nϕ
)
−∇Lϕ (80)
leading to
JR =


∇R>x
∇R>y
∇R>z

 = 2n∇u>2 + 2u2Jn − JL (81)
where∇u2 is the spatial gradient of u2 given by
∇u2 = Jn>L + JL>n. (82)
that finally yields
JR = 2n
(
L>Jn + n>JL
)
+ 2u2J
n − JL. (83)
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Figure 15: Positioning task with the light source mounted on the camera. (a) cost func-
tion assuming a temporal luminance constancy model (green) and using an illumination
model (red); (b) Camera velocity assuming a temporal luminance constancy; (c) Cam-
era velocity using an illumination model. (d) Images acquired during the positioning
task (left) and error image I− I∗ (right).
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Figure 16: View of the lighting, the camera and the object to track. The object (a photo)
is attached to a motorized rail that allows to control it motion.
Figure 17: First experiment: Tracking considering the interaction matrix under tempo-
ral luminance constancy hypothesis. As can be seen the tracking task failed quickly.
First row shows the image acquired by the camera while I− I∗ is shown on the second
row.
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